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Abstract 
Five μm thick DyBa2Cu3O7-x (DyBCO) films were deposited via Inclined Substrate Deposition (ISD) on Hastelloy 
substrates. A critical current density of 2.0 MA cm-2 was measured resistively at 77 K and self-field yielding 1000 A 
cm-1. A grain size of 500-600 nm was determined and only small-angle grain boundaries were observed. The DyBCO 
film is highly biaxially textured and the c-axis encloses an angle of 27±1° with the substrate normal over the 
complete film thickness. A perfect growth behavior of DyBCO in ISD technology was observed due to the faceted 
structure of the MgO surface yielding a non-zero component of the growth direction parallel to the (a,b)-plane of the 
DyBCO. 
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Horst Rogalla and 
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1. Introduction 
Coated conductors are second-generation superconducting wires and are Rare earth Ba2Cu3O7-x 
(ReBCO) thin films deposited on metal substrates using oxide buffer layers. Specifications for possible 
applications can only be met if the superconducting layers are deposited as highly biaxially textured films. 
The progress in high-temperature coated conductor technology was summarized by Malozemoff et al. [1]. 
For applications in energy technology critical currents rather than critical current densities are the relevant 
quantities. An increase of the critical current is achieved by increasing the thickness of superconducting 
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thin films. A scale-up of the thickness is, however, limited by fundamental issues related to the thin film 
growth process. Coated conductors are being commercialized by a number of companies, however, the 
maximum critical currents are still limited to about 300-400 A cm-1 at 77 K and zero magnetic field. 
In ISD technology (Fig. 1a) biaxially textured MgO buffer layers (Fig. 1b) are deposited at room 
temperature on untextured Hastelloy substrates. MgO is thermally evaporated and reactively grown on a 
Hastelloy substrate that is tilted with respect to the incoming MgO flux. During ISD growth of MgO thin 
films the anisotropy of the surface energy and thermally activated directional diffusion yields the biaxial 
texture and the faceted surface [2]. 
The best critical current values obtained in coated conductor tapes until now are tapes produced by the 
IBAD technology. On short lengths they yield up to 600 A cm-1 at 77 K and self-field for a 2.8 μm thick 
YBCO film [3]. For IBAD tapes of about 300 m in length critical currents exceeding 200 A cm-1 for a 1.2 
μm thick YBCO film have been reported [4]. In this paper we report on structural properties of ISD 
deposited DyBCO coated conductors yielding critical currents exceeding 1000 A cm-1. 
2. Experimental 
The ISD MgO buffer layer was grown at room temperature using a substrate-tilting angle α and static 
conditions. The subsequent DyBCO layer was grown under untilted conditions and at elevated 
temperatures. Further details of growth process parameters are given in reference [5]. 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) cross-section samples were prepared by mechanical grinding 
and polishing. SEM images were acquired with a Jeol 6500F SEM equipped with a Backscattered 
Electron (BSE) detector. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) samples were prepared in cross-
section (see Fig. 1c) by the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method using a Zeiss AURIGA® - CrossBeam® 
Workstation. A thin TEM lamella was cut out by the ion beam, lifted out, and finally attached to the TEM 
sample holder. For image acquisition in the TEM the samples were oriented such that the c-axis of the 
DyBCO was lying in the image plane, i.e. the MgO/DyBCO interfaces were parallel to the electron beam. 
Images and diffraction patterns were acquired in a Zeiss EM912Ω operated at 120 kV using the 5 or 
the 10 eV energy slit aperture of the Omega energy filter to reduce inelastically scattered electrons 
contributing to the image background. Diffraction patterns were acquired with a 700 nm selected area 
aperture. All TEM EDX spectra were quantified by the Cliff-Lorimer k-factor method. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the layer structure of the analyzed samples; (b) growth geometry of inclined substrate deposition; 
and (c) overlapped punches (notch formation) for cross-section and longitudinal-section TEM sample preparation to retain the 
directional information in the punched out circular disk. 
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3. Results 
A critical current density of 2.0 MA cm-2 was measured resistively at 77 K and self-field yielding a 
critical current of 1000 A cm-1. For further details of the critical current measurements see Prusseit et. al 
[6]. 
Fig. 2a shows a secondary electron image of the MgO surface in plan-view after the ISD deposition of 
MgO and prior to the deposition of the DyBCO film. The MgO surface consists of sharp and flat facets 
about 230 nm in size arranged in a tile-like structure, the edges of the facets appear in bright contrast. The 
facets are parallel to {002} planes, which are the equilibrium crystal habit and rotate at an inclined 
deposition towards the incoming vapor [7]. 
 Fig. 2b shows a BSE image of the sample in cross-section. All layers from the Hastelloy substrate to 
the DyBCO were imaged and an ISD MgO layer thickness of 2.25 μm and a DyBCO film thickness of 
5.5 μm were measured. An enlarged magnification of the MgO/DyBCO interface is shown in the inset 1 
in Fig. 2b, some edges of the MgO facets are marked by black arrows. Secondary phases are observed 
yielding dark contrast in the DyBCO layer. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Plan view image of MgO facets prior to the DyBCO deposition. (b) Backscattered electron image of the layer structure in 
cross sectional view. In the inset arrows are pointing to the facets. (c) Schematic drawing showing the facets at the MgO/DyBCO 
interface. 
A schematic drawing of the MgO/DyBCO interface is shown in Fig. 2c based on our results of a large 
number of investigated cross-sections [8]. Facets are indicated similar to those shown in Fig. 2b together 
with the DyBCO film that grew on top of them. The growth directions as well as the crystallographic 
directions of the DyBCO film are indicated. The (001) direction of DyBCO encloses an angle of 27° with 
the substrate normal. As a consequence for the ISD geometry the growth direction has a non-zero 
component parallel to the crystallographic (a,b)-plane of the DyBCO. Note that the DyBCO (a,b)-plane is 
parallel to the MgO (200) plane. The grain size of the DyBCO correlates with the facet size (200 nm) and 
grain boundaries are tilted with respect to the substrate normal in a direction opposite to the (001) 
direction of DyBCO. 
Fig. 3 shows a low magnification TEM bright-field image of the top part of the DyBCO layer in cross-
section. Note that only the top 3.5 μm of the DyBCO film were electron transparent and no MgO-DyBCO 
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interface is visible in Fig. 3a. As a consequence the MgO/DyBCO interface of this film was not 
investigated. A DyBCO grain size of 500-600 nm and a DyBCO surface roughness of 110 nm were 
determined by TEM. The white dashed circles denote the areas in which diffraction patterns were 
acquired. The diffraction patterns are shown in false colors in the inset in Fig. 3a and Figs. 3b and c. The 
orientation of the DyBCO c-axis was found to be fixed throughout the film thickness and enclosed an 
angle of 27° with the surface normal. The diffraction pattern are shown in false colors to enhance the 
visibility of the background and splitting of reflections due to DyBCO grain misorientation. The small 
inset in Fig. 3a shows three DyBCO (00l) reflections separated by a maximum angle of 4°. Therefore, the 
DyBCO grains of the investigated area are separated only by small-angle grain boundaries. This was 
found to be true for all analyzed areas. 
Fig. 3d shows a (002) dark-field image of the part of the DyBCO film close to the surface. Grain 
boundaries are marked by white arrows. The DyBCO grain boundaries (Fig. 3d) were found to be tilted 
from the substrate normal opposite to the (001) direction as also indicated in the schematic drawing (Fig. 
2c). 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Cross sectional TEM bright-field image of the top part of the DyBCO film. The inset displays the diffraction pattern DP2 
in false colors. The white circles mark the size of the selected area aperture. (b) and (c) are diffraction patterns DP3 and DP 1 in 
false colors, respectively. (d) TEM (002) dark-field image of the topmost part of (a) with the white arrows denoting DyBCO grain 
boundaries. 
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4. Discussion 
In ISD technology sharp and well-defined MgO facets provide a tilted geometry for the growth of the 
superconducting layer. The tilted ISD geometry is defined by the tape direction being perpendicular to 
both the tape normal and the MgO (002) direction, the angle between the MgO (002) direction and the 
surface normal is about 27° [8]. Despite the large (8.5 %) lattice misfit, the DyBCO film grows in an 
epitaxial relationship on top of the MgO buffer layer, i.e. the (hk0) direction of MgO is parallel to the 
(hk0) direction of DyBCO. The DyBCO (001) direction was found to be always parallel to the MgO 
(002) direction. As a consequence ISD deposited DyBCO films have a non-zero component of the growth 
direction parallel to the (a,b)-plane of the DyBCO grains as shown in Fig. 2c. This makes the biaxially 
textured DyBCO growth very stable suppressing a-axis growth and yields a perfect transfer of the biaxial 
texture of the MgO buffer layer into the DyBCO layer. Note that a-axis grains form large-angle grain 
boundaries and, therefore, would reduce the critical current density within the tape dramatically [9]. In 
contrast, for RABiTS and IBAD technology the growth direction has a zero component parallel to the 
(a,b)-plane of YBCO. As a consequence, thick films grown by RABiTS show a-axis growth and a 
substantial amount of porosity [10, 11]. For multi-layer YBCO IBAD thick films grown by a multi-pass 
process an increasing amount of a-axis grains was observed with each additional layer [3]. Therefore, for 
IBAD or RABiTS technology the thickness of a single superconducting layer thick carrying a high critical 
current is limited and also the number of stacked superconducting layers is also limited to about 4 [3]. 
5. Conclusions 
In summary, a perfect growth behavior of highly biaxially textured DyBCO at all thicknesses was 
achieved due to the faceted structure of the MgO surface yielding a non-zero component of the growth 
direction parallel to the (a,b)-plane of DyBCO. 
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